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Local Conjugation in Finite Groups* 
S. W. DOLAN 
In [I], Alperin proved that if A and B are nonempty subsets of a Sylow 
p-subgroup P of the finite group G, with AS = R for some element g of G, 
then A can be conjugated into B by a sequence of local conjugation steps. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove a conjecture of Alperin, that the 
number of local conjugation steps necessary for any such conjugation can be 
bounded by a function which depends only on the nilpotency class of P. This 
result was known to he true for cl(P) < 3; in fact, bounds of 5 for cl(P) “; 2 
and 27 for cl(P) .< 3 were obtained in [2], We shall prove that the number of 
local conjugation steps can bc bounded by 6(cl(P) - 2)!(&~‘--2(f ii!)) - 2, 
for cl(P) > 2. For cl(P) = 1 the number of steps can, of course, be bounded 
by 2. 
For cl(P) s: 2, the bound of four steps is actually attained, an example with 
G the wreathed product of PSL(2,23) by the cyclic group of order 3 being 
found by Dr. D. F Dolt. 
Our proof is a refinement of the method used in [3] to prove Alperin’s 
theorem. It depends heavily upon Sylow’s theorem and upon the properties 
of x and n-extremal subgroups developed in Section 1. Section 2 is a collection 
of results on conjugation families. Our main result is proved in Section 3, and 
m Section 4 we show how the bound can be substantially improved for p- 
solvable groups. 
The following notation is used: Throughout this paper p denotes a fixed 
prime and P a fixed Sylow p-subgroup of the finite group G. Syl, G denotes 
the set of Sylow p-subgroups of G. For any subgroup A of p, the subgroups 
P,(A) are defined inductively by P,.kl(-4) = J’V~(P~(-~)) with P,(A) = ,‘I. TO 
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avoid confusion we must mention that, for B < A < G, A/B denotes the 
factor group if B a A, whereas C(L4/B) = {g E G 1 [A,g] C B}. Any 
unexplained notation is standard and can be found in [4]. Only elementary 
results of group theory are assumed, in particular Sylow’s theorem and the 
Frattini lemma. 
1. RESULTS ON x 
DEFINITIONS. For any subgroup A of P we define x(d) to be zero if the 
set TA = (n 1 1 < n < cl(P) and Z,(A) E Syl, C(A/Z,_,(A))} is empty and 
to be the largest integer of TA otherwise. Once Lemma 2i has been proved we 
shall use, without further mention, the fact that, for 1 < i < x(A), Z,(A) E 
SYL W/Z,-,(A)). 
The subgroup E of P is termed extremal if N,(E) E Syl, N(E) and is 
termed n-extremal if C,[E/Z,(E)] E Syl, C[E/Z,(E)]. 
Before establishing the basic properties of x that will be needed in Section 3, 
we shall prove the following well known result. 
LEMMA 1. If S is a Sylow p-subgroup of the group S, z*,ith E7 a normal 
subgroup of X, then S n Y is a Sylow p-subgroup of I’. 
Proof. Let T be a Sylow p-subgroup of I’ then, by Sylow’s theorem, there 
is an element x of X such that TX is a subgroup of S. But TX is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of Y” = Y and hence the result. 
We remark that if the subgroup E of P is extremal then, by Lemma 1, E is 
n-extremal for any nonnegative integer n. Conversely, if E is n-extremal with 
n > cl(E) then E is extremal. 
LEMMA 2. (i) Suppose A is a subgroup of P and 1 < i < n. If Z,(A) E 
Syl, CWLM) then -&(A) E SYL W/-U4 
(ii) If A is a subgroup of P, x(A) < cl(A). 
(iii) If A and As are subgroups of P, for some element g of G, then x(A) = 
x(Ag). 
(iv) If A < B < P then Zi(B) < Zi(A), for i < x(A), and x(A) < 
x(B). 
(v) If x(A) 3 n and A < B < P then C(B/Z,(B)) < C(A/Z,(A)). 
(vi) If x(A) 3 n then Z,(P) < A. In particuhzr ~(~4) = cl(P) ;f and 
only if A = P. 
(vii) If x(A) 3 n and A is n-extremal then, for n < cl(P), 
x(Cp(A/Zn(A))A) 3 n + 1. 
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Proof. (i) By Lemma 1, Z,(A) = Z,(A) n C(A/Z,...,(A)) is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of C(A/Z,-,(A)). 
(ii) If this result were false we would have a proper subgroup A of P 
such that A E Syl, N(A), contradicting the fact that A would be a proper 
subgroup of N,(A). 
(iii) Trivial. 
(iv) Suppose Z@) < Z&4), which is certainly true for i = 0, and 
suppose i + 1 < x(A). Let X be ap-subgroup of C(B/.Z,(B)). Then [X, A] < 
[X, B] < &(B) < Z&4) and hence X < Z,+,(A) < B. In particular 
4+,(B) G &+,(A) and Zi+,(B) E Syl, C(B/Z,(B)). Hence the result by 
induction on i. 
(v) Let X be C(B/Z,(B)), then, as in part iv, [X, A] < [X, B] < 
Z,(B) < Z,(A) and so X < C(A/Z,(A)). 
(vi) An immediate consequence of part iv. 
(vii) Let B = C,(A/Z,(A))A then A < B < P and so, by part v, 
C(B/Z,(B)) < C(A/Z,,(A)). Let X be a p-subgroup of C(S/Z,(B)), then 
(-5 C@PW))) < WW@))- But, since X < N(B), (X, Cp(AI-G(4)> 
< XB, a p-group. Therefore, X < C,(A/Z,(A)) < B and in particular 
Z,+,(B) E $4, C(B/Z,(B)). Hence x(CAAIZ,(A))A) 3 n + 1. 
The following result, Lemma 3, is crucial to the proof of the main theorem. 
It will always be applied in the form given in Corollary 4. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose E is n-extremal, x(E) 3 n and E < M < N,(E). 
Then, for some element w of C(E/Z,,(E)), iVlw is n-extretnal. 
Proof. Let X be a Sylow p-subgroup of C(M/Z,(M)). By Lemma 2v, 
C(M/Z,(M)) < C(E/Z,(E)) and so XM is a p-subgroup of C(E/Z,(E))M. 
C,(E/Z,,(E))M is a Sylow p-subgroup of C(E/Z,(E))M and so, by Sylow’s 
theorem, there is an element w of C(E/Z,(E)) such that (XJV)~ < 
C,(E/Z,(E))M < P. Then Xw and IM” are subgroups of P with Xw a Sylow 
p-subgroup of C(MW/Z,(Mw)). Hence M” is n-extremal. 
COROLLARY 4. Let A and E be subgroups of P, conjugate in G, with x(A) > n 
and E extremal. Then there is an element a of G such that Aa = E with N,(A)@ 
n-extremal. 
Proof. Let u be any element of G such that Au = E. Then N,(A)” is 
a p-subgroup of N(E) and so, by Sylow’s theorem, there is an element v of 
N(E) such that N,(A)uv < N,(E). E is n-extremal and, by Lemma 2iii, 
x(E) 3 n. Hence, by Lemma 3, there is an element w of C(E/Z,(E)) < N(E) 
such that N,(A)“vw is n-extremal. The result follows upon setting a equal 
to uvw. 
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2. CONJUGATION FAMILIES 
DEFINITIONS. Henceforth V will denote a general family, i.e., a subset of 
((H, X,) ] H < P, Xu C N(H)), and V* a general subset of ((H, X,) ] H < P, 
&I G NWI. 
We shall use the following notation for two particular families: F = 
((H, N(H)) 1 H < P> and 9, = ((H, N(H)) / H is extremalf. 
Suppose that A and 3 are nonempty subsets of P such that As = B for 
some element g of G. Then we say that A is %-conjugate to B via g, in n steps, 
if there exists an (Hz , X,) E Q and h, E X, , for 1 < i < n, such that g = 
hl .** h, , A C Hi and Ahlo’eni C IT,+, , for1 <iid---1,inwhichcasewe 
say that the conjugation is determined by the subgroups H, of P and the 
elements h, of N(H,), 1 < i < n. 
22 is termed a c~j~at~on fumi& if A is g-conjugate to B via g whenever A 
and 3 are nonempty subsets of P such that A@ = B for some element g of G. 
In a conjugation determined by the subgroups H, and elements h, , the 
conjugation step determined by hi is called an I-step if hi tf N(P) and a 
&-step if h, 4 N(P) and h, # C(HJZ,(H,)). 
The following lemma is a modification of a result of [3]. 
LEMMA 5. Let A be a subgroup of P, then, for any nonnegative integer n, 
there is a subgroup E of P, conjugate to A in G, such that E and C,(E/Z,,(E))E are 
e&rental. 
Proof. Let X be a Sylow p-subgroup of N(A), then, by Sylow’s theorem, 
Xg < P for some element g of G. Ae is therefore an extremal subgroup of P. 
Hence, without loss of generality, we can suppose A to be extremal. 
Let B = C,(A/Z,(A))A, then N,(A) < N(B) and so, by Sylow’s theorem, 
N,(A) < Q for some Q E Syl, N(B) and Qh < P for some element h of G. 
Let E = Ah. 
A is extremal and therefore m-extremal for any nonnegative integer m. 
Hence (CP(A/Z,,&4)))h, a subgroup of P, is a Sylow p-subgroup of 
(C(4-GM))” = CVVG@))> f or any nonnegative integer m. In particular, 
E is extremal and C&I/Z,(E)) = (C,(A/Z,(A)))b, therefore N(C,(E/Z,(E))E) 
has Qh, a subgroup of P, as a Sylow p-subgroup. 
Hence E and C&E/Z,(E)) are extremal, completing the proof of Lemma 5. 
The following result (stated less explicitly) can also be found in [3]. We 
remark that part i is true for a general family % in the sense that if A is %‘- 
conjugate to B via h then B is q-conjugate to A via h-l. 
LEMMA 6. (i) If A is ~~-~onj~~te to B via h in n steps, the conjugation 
being determined by the subgroups Hi and elements hi , 1 < i < II, then 3 is 
V*-conjugate to A via h-l in n steps, the conjugation being det~m~ned by the 
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subgroups L, and elements I, , I .< i < n, where L, = H+.-a+l and I, = 
vL,+l)-l* 
(ii) Suppose that A is ~-con~‘~ate to 3 via h in n steps, the conj’ugation 
being determined by the subgroups H$ and elements h, , 1 < i < n, and suppose B 
is g-conjugate to C via k in m steps, the conjugation being determined by the 
subgroups KS and elements kt , I < i < m. Then A is V-conjugate to C via hk 
in n f m steps, the conjugation being determined by the subgroups& and elements 
li , X < i < n + m, where L, = H, and 1, == h,for I < i < n, andL,,, = K, 
KS and I,+, =k,forI <i<m. 
(iii) Suppose that C C: A where A 2s %-conjugate to B via h in n steps, the 
conjugation beirtg determined by the subgroups H, and elem~ts h, , 1 < i < n; 
then C is V-conjugate to Ch via h in n steps, the conjugation being determined by 
theH,andh,, 1 <i < n. 
Proof. Trivial. 
The following result, despite its triviality, will prove extremely useful in the 
manipulation of 9e-conjugations and thus in the minimization of the bound 
which we shall eventually obtain. It will always be applied in one of the two 
forms given in Lemma 8. 
LEMMA 7. Let successive steps in some S-conjPcgation be determined by 
the subgroups Hand K of P and elements h and k of N(H) and N(K) respectively, 
where H .< K. Then in the original ~-conjugation we can replace the steps 
determbed by H and k- b-v steps determined by K and k and H” and hk respec- 
tively. 
Proof. It is sufficient o observe that, if X C H, then X C K and Xx: C H” 
with hk _T- khk. 
The role of 9 in Lemma 7 is clearly not crucial, 9 being used merely to 
make the conditions under which reversal can take place much simpler to 
state. Furthermore, if we suppose the step of the .Y-conjugation, determined 
by Hand h, to be acting on the set X, then, as Dr. M. J. Collins has pointed 
out, we can replace the condition H < K by X C K and H” < P. Finally, 
we remark that the conditions of Lemma 7 are clearly satisfied whenever 
K = P and also whenever / H) = /(A)[, w h ere A is the subset of P on which 
the F-conjugation is acting. We make use of this in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 8. (i) Let A and B be subsets of P such that there is an 3$ 
conjugation of A into B via g, for some element g of G, with precisely m of the 
steps being I-steps. Then there is an FG-conjugation of A into B via g in m + 1 
steps. 
(ii) Let A an;d B be subgroups of P such that x(A) > n and B is extremak, 
and suppose that there is a RS-conjugation of A into B via g, for some element g 
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of G, with precisely m of the steps being II,-steps. Then there is a Fe-conjugation 
of A into B via g with the JinaE step being in N(B) and with at most m of the 
other steps being I-steps. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that in the original 9c-conjugation the ith step is 
not an I-step, thus we can suppose it is determined by P and an element 
of N(P). By the reversal procedure of Lemma 7, we can replace the ith step 
of the conjugation by an initial conjugation in N(P) and suitably modify the 
other steps, without altering whether or not they are I-steps, in such a way 
that we still have a F-conjugation of A into B via g. In fact the conjugation 
will clearly be an Fe-conjugation. 
Repeating this procedure, if necessary, we eventually obtain an g,- 
conjugation of .4 into B via g, with ,a11 save the last m steps being conjugations 
in N(P). These initial steps can then simply be combined into one step and the 
result is proved. 
(ii) Suppose that in the original Fe-conjugation the ith step is an l-step 
but not an II,-step, thus we can suppose that it is determined by a subgroup 
H of P and an element h of C(H/Z,(H)). Let the ith step be in fact the 
conjugation ill& + A uh, for some element u of G. Then AU < H and so, 
by Lemma 3, x(A”) > n and C(H/Z,(H)) < C(AU/.Z,(AU)) < N(A”), 
hence 12 E N(AU). 
Therefore, considering the conjugation to be an *-conjugation, we can 
suppose the ith step to be determined by Au and h. By the reversal procedure 
of Lemma 7, we can replace this step by a final conjugation in N(B), the 
other steps being unaltered, in such a way that we still have an F-conjugation 
of A into B via g. But this conjugation is then an 9e-conjugation, formed 
from the original 3$-conjugation by merely replacing the ith step by a final 
conjugation in N(B). 
Repeating this procedure, if necessary, we eventually obtain an Fe- 
conjugation of A into B via g, such that, for some K, the first k steps consist 
of m &-steps and k-m steps which are not even I-steps, and the remaining 
steps are all conjugations in N(B). These final steps can then simply be 
combined into one step and the result is proved. 
For a precise determination of the bound we shall also require the following 
definitions. 
DEFINITIONS. It will be convenient to use the following notation. 
Y={(A,~)]A~~~A~CP,~EG}. 
Y, = {(A, g) 1 A and Ag < P, g E G, x(A) 3 n, A” is extremal}. 
Y m,n = ((9,g) 1 A and As < P, g E G, Z,(P) < A, x(A) > n, Ag is n-extremal}. 
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The definitions are then as follows. 
f = MYa(The minimum number of steps needed in an Fe- 
conjugation of A into As via g). 
f(n) = MYax(The minimum number of I-steps needed in an Fe- 
corljugation of A into As via g). 
f (m, n) = vmy(The minimum number of Il,-steps needed in an se- 
conjugation of A into As via g). 
3. PROOF OF MAIN RESULT 
Theorem 9 is the main technical result and that a bound exists at all will 
follow from its corollary, Corollary 10. 
THEOREM 9. Let A and B be subgroups of P and g an element of G such 
that As = B, x(A) 3 n and B is n-extremal, where n < cl(P). Then g = abc 
with the elements a, b and c of G satisfying: N,(A)a = D, where D is an 
n-extremal subgroup of P such that x(D) >, n; b E C(E/Z,(E)) where E = Aa 
is extremal; denoting C,(E/Z,(E))E by F, F is an extremal subgroup of P such 
that x(F) > n + 1 and FC = C,(B/Z,(B))B. 
Proof. By Lemma 5, there is a subgroup E of P, conjugate to A in G, 
such that E and F are extremal, where F = C,(E/Z,(E))E. Furthermore, 
by Corollary 4, there is an element a of G such that Aa = E and N,(A)a = D 
is n-extremal. 
E is extremal and therefore n-extremal. Furthermore, B is n-extremal with 
Bg-la = E. Thus, by Sylow’s theorem, there is an element b of C(E/Z,(E)) 
such that C,(B/Z,(B))g-lab = C,(E/Z,(E)), with Bg-lab = E of course. 
Set c equal to b-la-lg, then g = abc with FC = C,(B/Z,(B))B. The only 
remaining assertions, that x(D) > n and x(F) 2 n + 1, follow immdiately 
from Lemma 2. 
In the next four results we prove all the inequalities that we shall need for 
the proof of the main theorem, Corollary 10 being the crucial one and the 
others being used to minimize the bound that Corollary 10 clearly shows 
to exist. 
COROLLARY 10. If n < cl(P), then f (m, n) <f (m + 1, n) + f (n + 1). 
Proof. Let A and B = Ag be subgroups of P, for some element g of G, 
such that Z,(P) < A, x(A) 3 n and B is n-extremal. Henceforth we shall use 
the notation and result of Theorem 9 without further reference. 
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We wish to prove that there is an Ye-conjugation of A into B via g with at 
most f(m + 1, n) +f(rz + 1) of the steps being II,-steps, hence, by Lemma 
6ii, it is sufficient o prove that there are 9$conjugations of A into Aa via a, 
Aa into Aab via b and Aab into AQ via c, with at most f(m + 1, n), 0 and 
f(n + I), respectively, of the steps being I&-steps. The second of these 
results is trivially true since Aa is extremal with b E C(Aa/Z,(Aa)). 
By definition, since any II,-step is an I-step, there are Fe-conjugations of 
N,(A) into D via Q and of FC into F via c-l, with at most f(m + 1, n) and 
f(n + I), respectively, of the steps being &steps. Hence, by Lemma 6i, 
there is an se-conjugation of F into Fc via c with at mostf(n + 1) of the steps 
being I&-steps. By Lemma 6iii, since A < N,(A) and Aab <F, there are 
9e-conjugations of A into Aa via a and of Aab into As via c with at most 
f(m + 1, n) andf(n + I), respectively, of the steps being II,-steps. 
This completes the proof of Corollary 10. 
LEMMA 11. If n < cl(P), then f(cl(P) - 1, n) < cl(P) - 1 - n. 
Proof. First,suppose that I’h= U for some element h of G and subgroups U 
and V of P, where .2&.-,(P) < V. Then NP( U)h-l is a p-subgroup of N( I’) 
and P ,( N( I’), so, by Sylow’s theorem, there is an element K of N( V) such that 
NJU)fi-‘k < P. Thus, since h = k(k-lh), this procedure can be repeated 
until we obtain the result that h is an element of N( V,,)N(V,) ... N( I’,), 
where I = V,, < ..* < V, = P and each Vi is conjugate to P,(U) in G. 
Let As = B for some A and B < P and g E G, with Z,,,,)-,(P) < A, 
x(A) 3 II and B n-extremal. A is extremal and therefore n-extremal, and so, 
by Sylow’s theorem, there is an element I of C(A/Z,(A)) such that 
Cp(B/Z,(B))g-lz = C,(A/Z,(A)) and, of course, B”-lr = A. Let V = 
Cp(A/Z,(A))A and U = C,(B/Z,(B))B. 
By the result proved in the first paragraph, we have g = Z(1Pg) E 
WW,W) NV,) NV11 ... WVm), w ere each Vi is conjugate to P,(U) h 
in G and A < V, ,( VI < ... < V, ,< P. In the natural way this defines an 
.%$conjugation of A into B via G with at most cl(P) - 1 - n of the steps 
being II,-steps. 
Hence the result. 
LEMMA 12. If 71 < cl(P), then f(n) < 1 + f(n + 1, n). 
Prooj. Let A and B = Ag be subgroups of P, for some element g of G, 
with x(A) > 1z and B extremal. We must prove that A is Fe-conjugate to B, 
via g, with at most 1 + f(rz + 1, n) of the steps being I-steps. 
By Corollary 4, there is an element a of G such that Aa = B, with N,(A) 
an n-extremal subgroup of P. By Lemma 2iv and 2vi, Z,+,(P) < N,(A) and 
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x(N,(A)) >, n. Hence, by definition, N,(A) is 9Qconjugate to N,(A)“, via a, 
with at most f(n + 1, n) of the steps being IIn-steps. Thus, by Lemma 6iii, 
A is Fe-conjugate to B, via a, with at most f(n + 1, n) of the steps being II,- 
steps. Then, by Lemma 8ii, A is Fe-conjugate to B, via a, with the final step 
in N(B) and with at mostf(n + 1, n) of the other steps being I-steps. Hence il 
is 9?-conjugate to B, via g = a(a-lg), with at most 1 +f(n + 1, n) of the 
steps being I-steps. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 12. 
LEMMA 13. f < 2 + 2f(l, 0). 
Proof. Let A and B = As be subsets of P, for some element g of G. 
We must prove that .-I is &-conjugate to B, via g, in at most 2 + 2f( 1,0) 
steps. By Lemma 6iii, since (B) = (A)g, it is sufficient to prove the result 
for nl and B subgroups of P. 
By Lemma 5, there is an extremal subgroup E of P and an element a of G 
such that Aa = E. As in Lemma 12, A is Fe-conjugate to E, via a, with the 
last step in N(E) and with at most f (1,0) of the other steps being I-steps, and, 
of course, there is a similar se-conjugation of B into E, via g-la. 
Then, by Lemma 6ii, there is an se-conjugation of A into B, via g = 
a(g-k-r, with two consecutive conjugations in N(E) and at most 2f(l, 0) 
of the other steps being I-steps. Combining the two N(E) conjugations and 
applying Lemma 8i, there is an Fe-conjugation of A into B, via g, in at most 
2 + 2f(l, 0) steps. 
THEOREM 14. Suppose that P is a Sylow p-subgroup of the finite group G. 
Let A and Ag be subsets of P, for some elementg of G, and let 9e = {(H, N(H)} 1 H 
is an extremal subgroup of P}. 
For cl(P) = 1, A can be 9C-conjugated into An, via g, in 2 steps. 
For cl(P) >, 2, A can be PC-conjugated into Ag, viu g, in 
6(cl(P) - 2)! (CFz[‘-“(I/i!)) - 2 steps. 
Proof. First suppose cl(P) to be 1. By Lemma 13, f < 2 + 2f (I, 0) = 2. 
Hence the result in this case. 
So suppose cl(P) > 2. By Lemma 12 and a repeated application of Corol- 
lary 10, for n < cl(P) - 2, f (72) < 1 + f (cl(P) - 1, n) + (cl(P) - n - 2) f (n + 1). 
Hence, by Lemma 11, f(n) < cl(P) - n + (cl(P) - n - 2) f (n + l), for 
n < cl(P) - 2. 
Therefore, for 2 < i < cl(P), 1 +f(cl(P) - i) < 3(i - 2)!(CiLi (l/k!)). 
Hence f < 6(cl(P) - 2)!(C~~Op’-2(l/i!)) - 2, completing the proof of 
Theorem 14. 
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4. FUSION IN P-SOLVABLE GROUPS 
Let H be any subgroup of G, throughout thissection we shall denote 
~O~,(G)~O~,(G) by Rand ~O~,,~{G)~O~‘,~~G) by H. 
DEFINITION. Define B,(P) recursively by 0,(P) = P n O,T,~(G) and ----- 
0n,,l(P) = Q,$), with cl(P) < 0,,,(P) < P 
LEMMA 15. lf G is p-sorbable, Z,(P) < 0‘(P) fov all i. 
PYOOf. O,(C(O,(~)) . IS a normal subgroup of G and therefore must be 
Z(O,(G)). By Theorem 6.2.1 of [4], there is a p’-subgroup L of G such that 
O,,D(C(O,(G)))-=L~Z(O,(G))=I,xZ(O,(G)), thenL=O,(O,,.(C(O,(G)))) 
is normal in G. Thus L = 1 and C(O,(G)) is a p-group, hence C(O,(G)) = 
Z(O~~~)) and Z(p) < O,(G). Therefore Z(P) < O,,,,(G) n P = B,(P). 
To prove the lemma we shall proceed by induction on i. By the above, the 
result is true for i = 1, so suppose it is true for i = IZ. Z(P) < O,,,,(G) and so -- -__ 
ZS+l(P) < Z,@) s< B,@) = &+r(P), therefore Z,,,(P) < (t9n+l(P)0,~,D(G)) n 
P = en+,(P), and the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 16. L;et G be p-solvable with A and AS subsets of P, for some 
element g of G. Then g E C(A)C(AB,(P)/B,(P)) a*. C(A6,(P)jt$(P)), where 
cl(P) = 71. 
Proof. Proceed by induction on j G /. Since the theorem is trivial if 
; G ’ = I, suppose the theorem to be true for all groups of order less than 
j G / > 1. Without loss of generality we can suppose that A is P n PO-l and 
hence that A is a subgroup of P. 
First suppose O,(G) # 1. Let ILE < K < P then C(KO,,(G)/HC),(G)) < 
nT(K)O,(G) by the Frattini lemma. Hence C(KO,(G)/HO,(G)) = 
CN~x~(KO,(G)/HO,(G))O~(G) -= C’(K/H)O,(G). Applying this and the 
fact that the theorem hoids for G/O,*(G), we havegE C(A) . ..C(A~~(P)~6~(P))h 
for some element h of O,*(G). Then R = gh-lh with 90 -< P and dgh-’ < 
AB,(P) < P, and so [,4qh-‘, h] < P n O,(G) = I and h E C(Ag”-l). Hence 
g = hhq-‘(gh-l) with V-’ E C(A), but then g E C(A) I.* C(A0,(P)/t?,(P)) and 
we can therefore suppose that O,,(G) = 1. 
G f I is p-solvable with O,,(G) = 1, and so O,(G) + 1. B,(P) = O,(G) 
and ~~-~(P~~O~(G) = ~~(~~O~~G)), for n > 1, and so, since Theorem 16 is 
true in G/O,(G), we have g E ~(~~~(P)/~~(P)) a*’ C(A~~(P)~~~(~)), This 
completes the proof of Theorem 16. 
The bound of Theorem 14 can therefore be reduced to cl(P) + 1 for 
fl-conjugations in p-solvable groups. 
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